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Tank Girl is the toughest, reddest comic book chick there is. Created
by Jamie Hewlett and Alan Martin, the British badass first made her
appearance in the magazine Deadline in the late 1980’s. Her wild
antics were influenced by the rising punk rock culture of the time,



and not long after her short run in Deadline, publishers around the
world were fighting for her license. Dark Horse Comics won the
rights, and published her story up until the movie was made in 1995.
(A fantastic movie, by the way, which I totally recommend.)

Hewlett went on to create the rad band Gorillaz, and Martin went on
to publish two new versions of Tank Girl. Titan Books printed a Tank
Girl novel in 2008, and IDW put out a limited series short after. In
2012, Titan released all of the original comics and then some in a
book, .

 Did you catch that word play? Tank Girl has never been, and will
never be appropriate for young people. This new series, 21st Century
Tank Girl, holds true to that and everything Tank Girl ever was. It’s
Hewlett & Martin’s latest project and it does not disappoint. Fans of
the original will find great new adventures and lots of laughter. The
pages in this collection are not like your typical series. There’s no
single story line. The pages are instead filled with short comic strips,
poems, posters, and other various stories.

The Hole of Tank Girl



Originally, I was set to write three reviews of each issue in the mini-series. But, this is a family friendly website, so I’m combining my thoughts into one
review here. The cover for the second issue alone is too suggestive, and the pages inside have a lot of nudity as well. I read these comics on an airplane,
and caught some judging glances from my neighbor, so if I haven’t said this enough, 21st Century Tank Girl is not for kiddos. 

 Not every story was my cup of tea, but I still loved most of them. They share the look and feel of the 90’s comics, and the creators have been producing
some great merchandise to go along with it. You can actually, starting December 1st, get them all in one book,  . 

This mini-series would make a great Christmas gift to the punk rocker on your list. So head to your local comic store and check them out.
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